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Abstract:With the rapid development of
location-aware mobile devices, location-based
services have been widely used.When LBS
(Location Based Services) bringing great
convenience and profits, it also brings great
hidden trouble, among which user privacy
security is one of them.The paper builds a LBS
privacy protection model and develops algorithm
depend on the technology of one dimensional
coding of geohash geographic information. The
results of experiments and data measurements
show that the model has good performance in
avoiding attacking from the leaked information
in a continuous query with the user's
background knowledge.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing popularity of intelligent
terminal application, wireless communication
technology and positioning technology,LBS
became very popular in Point of Interest
（ POI).When querying POI, users are usually
required to submits its own latitude and
longitude information and query content.In this
process, there is a risk of user privacy
leakage.Enjoying location services and privacy
protection is a contradiction, the researchers is
committed to find a balance between providing
superior location services and user privacy
protection.In the current research,it is mainly to
change the reality location information to protect
privacy.The idea is that publishing false
positions, which is dummy; Spatial cloaking,the
user's accurate positioning is represented by the
fuzzy area.However, these methods still do not
prevent attack from query request.
In this paper, a new user privacy protection

model is proposed, which uses Geohash
one-dimensional coding to achieve fuzzy

location.On the LBS service provider, it needs to
add a Geohash encoding to the POI record.The
results of experiments and data measurements
show that the model has good performance in
avoiding attacking from the leaked information
in a continuous query with the user's background
knowledge.

II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Definition of location privacy
location information refers to the geographical

location of mobile users at a certain time.
Location {x, y, t}.(x is longitude, y is latitude,

and t is time stamp)
2.2 Location-based service request
Location-based service request refers that the

users send request to LBS.
Request {Uid , Location, Query}.(The Uid

represents the unique identity of the user,it can
be the user's phone number or user
name;Location represents the user's Location
information, which can be either a single point
of location information or a region;Query refers
to a user's service request or type of POI, such as
"Query for the nearest cinema")
2.3 k-anonymity location privacy protection
technology

Most of the space hiding schemes are based
on k-anonymity.The idea is to put the user and at
least k-1 other users together constitute an
anonymous area, so that the probability of the
user's real identity being recognized is no more
than 1/k.
2.4 Mobile peer-to-peer environments(p2p)
Users broadcast query requests in P2P

networks and mobile users spontaneously



organize into anonymous groups by sharing
locations after receiving the requests.When a
user in an anonymous group is ready to initiate a
location service request, it will generate a hidden
space based on the location information of other
users in the group to initiate a request to the LSP
in place of its exact location.
2.5 Geohash

Geohash is an address code that reduces
two-dimensional latitude and longitude
information to a unique one-dimensional string
for each point on earth with a given
precision.GeoHash has the following
characteristics:GeoHash uses a string to
represent longitude and latitude
coordinates;GeoHash does not represent a point,
but a region;The GeoHash code prefix can
represent larger areas. For example, wx4g0ec1,
whose prefix wx4g0e indicates a larger range
that includes the encoding wx4g0ec1.

III. GEOHASH ENCODING PROCESS

Geohash encoding process has three steps:
(a)Convert latitude and longitude to

binary.For example,there is a point(39.923201,
116.390705).The latitude range (-90, 90).The
latitude 39.923201 is within the scope of
(0,90),so we get first result 1;Then latitude
39.923201 is less than 45,so we get second result
0 and so on.This is followed by a binary
representation of latitude.As TABLE I shows.

TABLE I

Finally, the binary representation of latitude is
obtained as follows: 10111000110001111001
Similarly, the binary representation of

longitude 116.390705 can be obtained as follows:
11010010110001000100
(b)Merge latitude and longitude binary: the

merge method is to combine longitude and
latitude binary according to parity bits:
11100 11101 00100 01111 00000 01101

01011 00001
(c)According to Base32,the result of the

combined binary encoding is: wx4g0ec1.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

The system model is shown in GRAPH I and
consists of three parts:client,anonymous server
and LBS service provider.

GRAPH I

Client refers to intelligent terminal with
positioning function, including mobile phone,
tablet computer and applications.Anonymous
servers are intermediate servers that connect the
client and the LBS service provider,which can
manage to Geohash code and deal with other
processing of the user's location data.LBS
service provider refers to the application system
that provides POI query.
This model has two advantage：If it is risky to

determine whether the LBS service provider is
trustworthy, users do not contact with the service
provider directly, which reduces the risk of
privacy disclosure;All privacy protection coding
can finish on anonymous servers which can
reduce the load on mobile clients.

latitude range 39.923201
1 (-90,90) 1
2 (0,90) 0
3 (0,45) 1
4 (22.5,45) 1
5 (33.75,45) 1
6 (39.375,45) 0
... ... ...



V. SYSTEM PROCESS

Users start sending service requests, such as
"find a movie theater three kilometers away."
The user then submits four parameters via the
application to the anonymous server: latitude
81.48374; Longitude: 113.84728; Search range:
3000; Target point (POI) : "cinema".Then start
Geohash coding：
Input:Latitude, longitude, coded bits;
Output:Geohash encoding results;
Define the base32 coding character

BASE32←‘ 0123456789bcdefghjkmnpqrstuvwx
yz’;
Defines an array that converts binary to

decimal Numbers bits←array(16,8,4,2,1);
Define the initial latitude interval

lat←array(-90.0, 90.0);
Define the initial interval of longitude

lon ←array(-180.0, 180.0);
Initialization count constants bit, ch, I are 0;
The switch variable is_even for the flag that
initializes the latitude and longitude

parameters is 1;
According to the geohash coding rules, the

longitude is divided twice, and then latitude and
longitude are divided alternately. According to
the interval of the value of longitude and latitude,
0 or 1 is taken to merge the binary values of
longitude and latitude, and 1 bit base32 encoding
is generated according to every 5 bits of binary
number.

while i<deep

{

if is_even

{

mid ←lon/2

if longitude >mid

{

ch ← Take the value of bits array and the

result of the original ch variable or

operation. The bits array starts from the

following table 0, and add 1 to the following

table after each processing of a longitude

or latitude value. When the subscript

reaches 5, the subscript value is set to 0;

lon ← (mid, lon[1])

}

if longitude < mid

{

lon ← (lon[0], mid)

}

}

if is_even

{

mid ←lat/2

if latitude>mid

{

ch ← Take the value of the bits array and

the result of the original ch variable or

operation. Add 1 to the subscript of the bits

array. Add 1 to the following table after

each processing of a longitude or latitude

value.

lat ← (mid, lat [1])

}

if latitude< mid

{

lat ← (lat [0], mid)

}

}

Every 5 bit binary number is converted into 1
bit base32 encoding.
Determine whether the subscript variable bit

of bits array is equal to 4. If it is less than 4, then
bit plus 1; otherwise, it means that 5 bits of
latitude and longitude have been processed. At
this time, generate 1 bit base32 encoding, and
reset i plus 1, bit,ch.
After the Geohash coding is completed, the

anonymous server sends the results to the LBS
service provider for POI query. The LBS service
provider returns the query results to the user, and
the location of the POI data is displayed in
longitude and latitude.



VI. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was implemented by
Php+Mysql. The hardware environment was
Q9500 2.83GHZ processor and 3GB memory in
Windows10, experiments are carried out with
real data set.The real data used the Gowalla data
set, with a total of 112,491 users and 508,796
mobile locations from 2009 to 2010.1000, 10000
and 100000 inquired POI are randomly selected
from the samples to form the set and the
Geohash code 5 bits and Geohash code 6 bits are
selected for precision respectively to observe the
access efficiency of the longitude and latitude
based POI information points and the Geohash
code. The comparison is shown in the table
below.

Table II

Table III

It can be seen from the analysis that: Query
requests encoded through Geohash are faster
than traditional longitude and latitude based
queries;Coding accuracy will affect the speed of
the whole query. The existing law is that the

higher the precision, the faster the speed.
VII. CONCLUSION

In order to solve the privacy security of LBS
service, a new model is proposed. Under the
premise of distrust of LBS service provider,
anonymous server is introduced to physically cut
off the direct connection between the user and
the LBS service provider. In addition, Geohash
is used to encode, and the two-dimensional
longitude and latitude information is reduced to
a one-dimensional string, and the encoding
comparison operation is used instead of the
traditional GPS floating point calculation, which
improves the calculation speed and reduces the
query time.
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